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COURSE DESCRIPTION 
  
Adding inlay to your woodworking project can elevate your work from good to spectacular. This course explores 
inlay techniques as applied to woodturning, covering both dazzling accents and an introduction to creating inlaid 
imagery. The student will learn how to use minerals, shell, glass, metals, guitar purfling, paper, and paints to 
create dazzling effects.  The class will also learn how to use dyes, airbrushing, sealers, and finishes in subtle 
layered topcoats to further enhance these inlay designs.  This is a busy class—light on long-winded lectures while 
instead focused on the students many hands-on projects.  Students can expect to complete the inlay of sever 
small projects with additional time for each to pursue two individual projects with Stephen’s oversight.  The class 
has many short demos and lectures as well as in-depth handouts covering all of the class techniques as well as 
the material sources we used.  Woodturning skills are minimal for this class so beginners are welcome.  
 
MATERIALS LIST 
 
➢ *Sketch book (or tablet) and *pencils, a French curve, and a *ruler 
➢ Electric Drill (preferred to slow speed sanders and battery powered drills) 
➢ Selection of gouges (I use a 1/2” bowl gouge) 
➢ 1/16” parting tool [PennState Ind. usually has best pricing] 
➢ Excellent protection for *eyes, *ears, and breathing 
➢ Rotary power carving tool (Dremel or equivalent that can use 1/8” burrs) 
➢ A rubber mat about 1’ square (to keep your work from sliding) 
➢ A Dremel A577 Detailers Grip or Equivalent 
➢ A Dremel 490 Dust Blower or Equivalent (a small fan works) 
➢ A Dremel Rotary Carving Positioner (like a small plastic router base) 
➢ *3” firm and soft Velcro power sanding mandrils to use with electric drill 
➢ 60, 80, 120, 180 grit in 3” Velcro sizes (bring 40 of each) 
➢ 240, 320, 400, 600 grit in 3” Velcro sizes (bring 20 of each) 
➢ Simple line images roughly 4” in diameter for inlay reference or tracing 
➢ *Padlock for your studio locker, if desired (For rent in the Supply Store for the week) 
➢ *Flash drive (to protect and save data to from Library computers) 

 
All Items marked with an “*” are available for purchase in the Supply Store  
 
 
MATERIALS FEES: $150.00-$200.00  
Materials fees will be charged for materials used in the studio and/or provided by instructors for use in the 
studio by the entire class.  In order to keep these fees as low as possible, fees are assessed on an individual class 
basis and may vary from class to class depending on the amount of materials used and the number of students in 
the class.  Materials fees are paid on the last day of class.   
 
Please be advised that above course description and materials list is written and approved by the instructor               
 
If you have any additional questions about this class, below is the contact info for your instructor: 

7930 Ellison Loop NW 
Olympia, WA 98502-9576 

summitdesign@comcast.net 
www.stephenhatcher.com 


